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APC Mission

• Promote Architectural Practice within SAME.
• Broaden SAME’s exposure in the architectural community to attract more architects in SAME.
• Networking and mentoring.
APC Organization

Service Branch Liaisons -
Army – Ed Gauvreau
Navy – Kathleen Reid
Air Force – Gene Mesick

SAME National Architectural Practice Committee
Chair –
JJ Tang, AIA

Advisory Board -
Urbahn Medal Group

Collaboration with AIA
Vice Chair –
Paula Loomis, FAIA

Continuing Education
Vice Chair –
Rad Delaney, AIA, FSAME

Communications
Vice Chair –
David Packard, RA, PMP

SAME Conferences
Vice Chair –
Homer Guy, AIA, FSAME
2014-2015 Accomplishments

- Quarterly APC Conference Calls
- Annual APC Meeting at JETC
- Maintain Service Branch Liaisons for Army, Navy, and Air Force
- Maintain/Increase POCs at SAME Posts
- SAME Continuing Education Course Webinars
- Maintain APC Professional Material Library
- Effective Communication via APC Quarterly Journal and Social Media
- Maintain APC Webpage
2015-2016 Goals

- Actively engaging AIA and participating 2016 AIA national conference.
- Bringing APC leadership together through social events at 2016 JETC
- Continuing the high quality of APC Journal publication
- Continuing to provide highly interested architectural Webinars
- Ensuring smooth transition of APC leadership
- Establishing local post Urbahn medal selection process as a catalyst to encourage participation of architects in local posts.
2015-2016 Work Plan

- Periodic C/C Calls (with key invited speakers)
- Newsletters
- TME Articles
- Webinars
- Major Conferences to support with Tracks, Sessions, Speakers etc
- Collaboration with other C/C or agencies outside SAME
- Other Initiatives
Contact Information

Committee Chair
JJ Tang, AIA,
HDR Architecture Inc.
773.380.7900
junjian.tang@hdrinc.com

AIA Vice Chair
Paula Loomis, FAIA,
HQ Coast Guard Deputy Civil Engineer
202.475.5602
paula.loomis@uscg.mil

Continuing Education Vice Chair
Rad Delaney, AIA, FSAME
CDM Smith
267.800.8671
delaneyra@cdmsmith.com

Communication Vice Chair
David Packard, RA, PMP
USACE Northwestern Division
Omaha, NE
402.996.3822
david.a.packard@usace.army.mil

SAME Conference Vice Chair
Homer Guy, AIA, FSAME
J. M. Waller Associates, Inc.
210.822.8006
Homer.Guy@jmwalter.com

Architectural Practice Committee webpage:
http://www.same.org/apc